In this work we investigate the betweenness centrality in geographical networks and its relationship with network communities. We show that nodes with large betweenness define what we call characteristic betweenness paths in both modeled and real-world geographical networks. We define a geographical network model that possess a simple topology while still being able to present such betweenness paths. Using this model, we show that such paths represent pathways between entry and exit points of highly connected regions, or communities, of geographical networks. By defining a new network, containing information about community adjacencies in the original network, we describe a means to characterize the mesoscale connectivity provided by such characteristic betweenness paths.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a consequence of their potential to represent real systems, complex networks have become the subject of growing interest in recent years [1] . Some examples of such systems are electric power grids [2] , airline routes [3] , the World-Wide Web [4] , among others [5] . Networks whose vertices are embedded in a space with well-defined coordinates and their connectivity is related to the distance between the vertices are named geographical networks [6] . Examples of geographical networks include street, airline, and neural networks. Models to generate artificial networks with geographic dependency have been created [7] . In order to better understand the topology of such spatial systems.
Many statistical properties displayed by complex systems can be related to the presence of communities. For example, communities have been found to influence the internal vertices degree according to the community size on the Internet [8] . The network modularity can help quantifying how strong the community structure of a network is [9] . This measurement attains higher values (near one) when vertices belonging to the same community are highly connected between themselves. There are many specific methods to detect communities, some of them use a technique called modularity optimization [10] .
Another important concept in network analysis is the vertex centrality [11] . The simplest centrality measurement is the vertex degree. The vertex connectivity can be homogeneous or heterogeneous, which is reflected in the vertex degree distribution [12] . More elaborate centrality measurements are usually defined in terms of shortest paths. A measure that considers shortest paths is the Betweenness Centrality [13] , which is frequently used to study flows in networks [14] [15] [16] . This measure can be used in several applications. In social networks it can be described in terms of its message communications, considering that each message take the shortest path [17] . In power grid networks, this measure can quantify the load of each vertex [18] . It is also used in the cascading-failure dynamics [19] .
In our study, we analyzed geographic models and street networks. From these networks, we identified connected vertices with high betweenness centrality. We found that such vertices tend to be connect in a chain-like manner, which we call characteristic betweenness paths. We observed that these vertices provide a good covering of the topology, in the sense that any network vertex is close to characteristic paths. These paths seem to be related to the community structure of the network. In order to better understand the characteristic betweenness paths and its relationship with communities, we created a random geographic model and used community detection to divide the space in well-defined regions. In order to study the relationship between communities and their geographical positions, we created a community network, where each vertex is a different community and the connection weights are based on the amount of shortest paths crossing the community border. Thus, it was possible to analyze the relationship between geographical and topological measurements in our network model. This paper was organized as follows. Section II presented the basic network theory concepts that were be used in this paper. In Section III we showed betweenness paths in network models and real cases. In Section IV we create a network model to better understand the betweenness paths. In Section V, we described the relationship between geographic and topological measurements. In Section VI, we summarized and concluded the paper. arXiv:1501.02728v1 [physics.soc-ph] 12 Jan 2015
II. BASIC CONCEPTS
There are many ways to compute network centralities, each being developed to evaluate different network characteristics [7] .
In order to locally quantify the network centrality, it is possible to measure the degree k i for each vertex i. Furthermore, in weighted networks, we can consider the edges to define a measurement called strength [11] , which is computed for each vertex i as
where r i is the set of neighbors of vertex i and w ij is the weight of the edge connecting i to j.
The network centrality can also be computed globally, that is, considering the whole network structure. One important global centrality measure is the stress centrality (SC u ) [20] . This measure is defined for each vertex u as
where σ(i, u, j) represents the number of shortest paths between the vertices i and j crossing the vertex u. If one vertex is removed from the network it can affect the stress of all other vertices. Another important global measurement is the betweenness centrality, which also considers the amount of shortest paths crossing a node [13] . This measure is defined as
where σ(i, u, j) represents the number of shortest paths between the vertices i and j crossing the vertex u and σ(i, j) is the total amount of shortest paths between i and j. The betweenness centrality can be implemented using a fast algorithm [21, 22] , where the betweenness centrality is computed and the result is used to compute the stress centrality. Another possible measure is the network modularity, which is used to quantify how well defined are the clusters in the network [23] . This measure is represented as
where m is the number of network edges, A is the network adjacency matrix, k i and k j are the vertex degree i and j, respectively, c i and c j are the communities the vertex i and j, respectively, and
Modularity optimization is one of the most recognized means to find network communities. Here we use the fast greedy [24] algorithm to detect the communities.
III. CHARACTERISTIC BETWEENNESS PATHS
In this section we define and analyze the characteristic betweenness paths in two network models, as well as a street model. We compute the betweenness centrality of all the vertices. The most part of these vertices are connected, creating chains of vertices. Thus, most of them have degree two. We define a betweenness path as a sub-network considering only the the highest betweenness centrality values. In other words we selected only vertices with higher or equal betweenness centrality than a threshold and created a sub-network with 20% of vertices. The majority of these vertices are in a connected component.
In every test we considered the giant component of the network. In the first model, known as Waxman [25] , the vertices are organized randomly in a plane. For each vertex, the probability to connect with all other vertices follows an exponential decay of the distance between them. In the second model, known as random geometric graph [26] , the vertices are randomly organized and the connections are created only when the geographical distance is lower than a fixed value. We compared the network models with two real street networks: from San Joaquin County in USA and Oldenburg city in Germany [27] .
We simulated the Waxman network with 1707 vertices, average degree 2.20, and this network has modularity equal to 0.93 (The network is shown in Figure 1(a) ). The random geometric graphs with 4883 vertices, average degree 6.18, and modularity 0.95 (as can be show in Figure  1 (b)). The street network from San Joaquin has 14503 vertices, average degree 2.75, and modularity 0.95 and the network representing Oldenburg street has 2873 vertices, average degree 2.57, and modularity 0.92. The San Joaquin network is shown Figure 1 (c), where the each different color shows a different community.
For each network we computed the betweenness centrality and highlighted the 20% of nodes with largest betweenness values, so it was possible to find vertices with higher betweenness centrality to observe the existence of characteristic paths. The characteristic betweenness paths occurred in all examples. In street networks this result can indicate a tendency that the volume of cars is bigger in some streets than the others if we consider that all drivers are using the shortest paths. In Figure 1 we did not show the San Joaquin network because this network is very large, and therefore it is not possible see its paths and communities.
In every test we could observe the characteristic betweenness paths and it was possible to identify more than one component with high betweenness centrality in the same network. The component sizes were different for each network. In the second network (random geometric model) the longest path represents 85% of all vertices in the component. In the other networks such paths repre- sents more than 98% of all vertices in the paths. It is also interesting to analyse the coverage of the paths. In order to do so, we measured the shortest distance between each vertex and preferential paths, because the shorter the distances are, the better are the paths coverage. These results are shown as histograms in Figure 2 . We observe that the fraction of vertices with distance one is longer in the random geometric model than the Waxman model, but in this network the longest distance is small than that case (as can be seen in Figures 2 (a) and (b)). In the street networks the histograms are very similar (as can be seen in Figures 2(c) and (d)), besides we could observe that these maximum networks shortest paths are smaller than the same measurement in the models. However, the average distance is higher in the models (more than 2.9) than the real street networks (less than 2.7). Thus, in this case, we could conclude that the networks are similar in terms of their characteristic paths.
IV. CHARACTERISTIC PATHS MODEL
We defined a model to be compared with real networks. First we defined the size of the network (number of lines and columns) and two variables, the maximum distance to connect two vertices as d M AX and a probability x to remove randomly the edges for each vertex. The algorithm follows three steps: 1-The vertices are organized as a square grid with toroidal boundary condition; 2-For each pair of vertices i and j where the distance d ij is less or equal than d M AX an edge connecting i to j is created; 3-Each edge is removed with probability x.
To quantify our network communities in terms of their respective degree and betweenness centrality, we considered two types of vertices, the border community vertices and the internal community vertices. The first type represents vertices that have at list one neighbor in the grid belonging to a different community, no matter if they are connected or not. Such nodes define the geographical border community. The second type represents a vertex that is not a geographical border, that is, an internal community vertex. In order to define each vertex type, we considered all eight geographical neighbors, of the vertices. In some analyses we also considered the topological border community vertices, which are the vertices connected with one or more vertices from a different community.
We created a network according to the model presented in the section Basic Concepts. We used L = 200, so that the network has N = 40000 and the connectivity range was set to d M AX = √ 2. Initially, each vertex of the network has degree 8. We randomly remove the connections with probability x = 0.65, the communities were well defined.
We measured the betweenness centrality for each net- work vertex and the results can be seen in Figure 3(a) . In the figure, we can observe vertices with higher values generating preferential paths in the network, like a highway in a city. In Figure 3 (b) we applied a threshold to observe only 20% of the higher betweenness values, indicate in black. The paths are connecting the communities.
To distinguish the characteristic betweenness paths and performed with network models and real networks, we executed the same tests as in the previous section. In this case, this model is different from the street networks and the other models, because the paths are more 0.0e+00 2.5e+06 5.0e+06 7.5e+06 1.0e+07 1.2e+07 1.5e+07 1.8e+07 2.0e+07 2.2e+07 fragmented, but the longest path represents 92% of all vertices in the paths. Regarding the shortest distance between each vertex and preferential paths (Figure 4 ). The fraction of paths with distance one is greater than in the other networks, except in the Waxman network, and the average distance is smaller, but similar (the average distance is 2.6). In this model the vertices are in a lattice, thus in addition to covering topologically the network, it is also better at covering the region geographically.
In order to describe how the communities are created we used the vertex degree (in our test, the average network degree is 2.92). In this way, it is possible to compare the average vertex degree between the border community vertices (geographical) and the internal community vertices (as can be seen in Figure 5(a) ). For each community, it is possible to observe that the average degree in the internal community vertices is higher than the border community vertices. Thereby, we can affirm that the vertex degree is influencing how the community is formed.
In order to describe how the vertices are connecting communities, we measured the average degree in the ge-ographical community border and in the topological community border, represented in Figure 5(b) . In 98% of the communities, the average degree of vertices belonging to the geographical border is lower than for vertices contained in the topological border.
We made a similar comparison, between geographic and topological borders, but now using the betweenness centrality instead of the degree (as can be seen in Figure 5(c) ). This measure can show if the connections between communities (topological border) are creating a characteristic betweenness path. In this case the average geographical border betweenness is lower than the topological border betweenness for all communities. Thus, in average the vertices where the paths are crossing the community borders have higher betweenness centrality and degree than the geographical borders. The vertices of characteristic paths are part of the topological border. In other words, they are connecting the communities.
This results indicate that the paths represent routes of efficient communication between the communities. An example of this idea is illustrated in Figure 6 . Nodes included in the highlighted region belong to the same community. The community has three vertices on its topological border and the shortest paths connecting them are creating the preferential paths with higher betweenness centrality.
In order to know the relationship between the number of shortest paths connecting communities and the perimeter of adjacency (the amount of vertices who are neighbors geographically) for each pair of connected community, we calculated the Pearson correlation between the summation of all stress connecting a community with another and the perimeter of adjacency found was 0.23 (the scatter plot can be seen in Figure 7) . This correla- tion quantifies how linearly correlated are two distributions. The maximum correlation value is one and when the value is near zero they are uncorrelated (the minimum value is zero). Thus, we could observe that these distributions are uncorrelated.
V. COMMUNITY ADJACENCY NETWORK
In order to observe the relationship between communities, considering geographical characteristics, we created a network based on the topological adjacency between communities of the characteristic paths model. In Using the community adjacency network we can compare many geographical and topological characteristics. In Figure 8 it is possible to observe small communities having strong connections, indicating that such betweenness paths can be connecting other communities. On the other hand, there are big communities with weak connections, showing the preferential paths were those crossing other communities.
We compared local topology characteristics of the community adjacency network with geometrical characteristics (the scatter plots can be seen in Figure 9 ). In this case the Pearson correlation was 0.85 in degree against area, 0.87 in degree against perimeter, and 0.82 in degree against diameter. It was possible to observe from these results that the degree was highly correlated with the geographical characteristics of communities. Considering the strength of the vertices, the Pearson correlation was 0.14 in strength against area, 0.17 in strength against perimeter, and 0.12 in strength against diameter. These results show that the strength is uncorrelated with the geographical characteristics of communities.
VI. CONCLUSION
The structure of a geographical network has a direct impact on how the system can be navigated. Our analysis revealed that betweenness paths are a common characteristic of geographical networks, since they can be found in geographical models as well as real world networks. We characterized the betweenness paths in terms of the distance between each network vertex and the closest betweenness path. Such measurement can be related to the covering provided by the paths to reach the entire network. We showed that in both the geographical models and the street networks the betweenness paths provide a good covering of the system. In order to better understand the establishment of the characteristic paths, we proposed a model to generate geographical networks having a simple topology but that can still originate such paths.
It was found that the characteristic betweenness paths have a strong relationship with the presence of welldefined communities in the networks. We compared the vertices degrees and betweenness centrality among geographical and topological borders of the communities, as well as the internal vertices of the communities. This analysis revealed that the betweenness characteristic paths are usually induced by the communities, in the sense that such paths provide a communication between entry and exit points of the communities.
The number of shortest paths passing through the topological border of adjacent communities seems to be independent of the geometry of the interface between the communities. This was revealed by the absence of correlation between the total stress of nodes connecting adjacent communities and the perimeter of the adjacency. In order to better understand the relationship between communities and characteristic betweenness paths, we defined a new structure based on the vertices betweenness and the community organization of the network being studied, which we called community network. By characterizing this meta structure, we concluded that geographical characteristics can influence the connectivity between communities, which takes place along betweenness characteristic paths.
It remains an open question if other, non-geographical, network models can also present such characteristic betweenness paths. Also, the proper impact that such paths may have on a dynamics taking place on the system is also an interesting aspect for future studies. 
